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Optimizing Backyard Fruit Tree Production

The Wood River Valley is a surprisingly
good location to grow many varieties

of fruit trees. Apples, pears, plums,
apricots, and cherries are all well suited
to our climate of hot summer days and
cool evenings with frequent light
frosts in early fall. Aside from their
beautiful spring blooms and
landscape aesthetics, fruit trees are
desirable for their tasty offspring. One
of the most common questions we
receive about fruit trees is how to
maximize production. Age, pruning,
and pollination are all important
factors to consider when evaluating
fruit production.

The age of the tree is an important
factor in determining production
potential as well as how and when to
prune it. Most fruit trees take several
years to get established before they
begin fruiting, some up to 4 or 5
years.

Proper pruning of a mature tree,
including removal of dead and broken
branches, thinning of inner branches to
allow sunlight to reach the center of the
tree, and removal of vertical water
sprouts are all ways to improve
production on established trees. Trees
that have been neglected can be
trapped in a vegetative state and can
take several years of progressive
pruning to return them to full fruiting
potential. On younger trees, focus
pruning on good structure with a strong,
defined, central leader and evenly
spaced scaffold branching. This will set
the foundation for a tree ready to carry
the weight of heavy fruit crops. Annual
maintenance pruning should include
removal of water sprouts, crossing or
rubbing branches, and reduction

pruning of two-thirds of the current year’s new
growth. All pruning should take place

during dormant months, after leaf drop
but before bud break. As blooms develop

in spring, it is important to thin to 1-2
fruits per blossom cluster. This
promotes desirable fruit size and
naturally deters pests due to
increased airflow.

Pollination is essential to good fruit
production. As honeybee populations
face decline, it is important to provide
habitat and nurture pollinators. A great

way to introduce pollinators to your
yard is by cultivating them yourself!

Osmia lignaria (Blue orchard mason bee)
is a great option and is native to most

of the US and Canada. Due to their
tiny size and efficiency, 200 mason
bees can do the work of 20,000
honeybees! Larvae can be purchased
from numerous online sources and

arrive in spring in small test tubes ready
to hatch. Nesting tunnels can be
purchased or easily made with wood
and a drill. A quick Google search for
tutorials can guide you through the
process. Mason bees are a delight to
watch work, don’t sting, and add a
whole new dimension to backyard
gardening.

Maintaining backyard fruit trees can
seem overwhelming, especially when
they aren't performing as you would
like. Age, proper pruning, and
pollinators all play a critical role in
maintaining the health of your tree as
well as maximizing production.
Consulting an ISA Certified Arborist can
help identify the specific needs of your
trees and establish a long-term plan to

help them reach their full fruiting
potential.

From top: apricot tree in Bellevue, blue
mason bee, mason bee nesting tunnels,

tree structure after proper pruning
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Girdle [gur-dl] verb: any action that injures the bark/cambium of
a tree trunk and extends around the trunk's circumference.

We routinely discover girdled tree trunks that result in decline, death,
or failure of trees. There are many causes for trunk girdling, most of

which can be simply avoided or prevented. The majority of girdles are
caused by humans or equipment, but some can be caused by animal

activity or even the tree’s root system itself. Examples of human
caused trunk girdles are wounds caused by bumps from lawnmowers,

weed trimmers, or snowplows. Wire or cordage that is tied around
trunks and forgotten is also very common. Examples include holiday
lights, clotheslines, hammocks, bird feeders, or staking materials for
new trees. When these materials are left in place and not adjusted or
removed, they girdle the trunk as it grows. These injuries restrict and

destroy the tree's most crucial water and nutrient transport
membranes. Hardy, vigorous trees/species can survive girdles by

growing over and around the restricting objects. This is problematic
because the danger is now hidden, the tree is structurally weakened

and presents an increased risk of failure. If you see or suspect a trunk
girdle on your trees, contact us to carefully inspect the tree and make

proper recommendations for mitigation or removal.

The wire/hose created a weak point in
the trunk that contributed to the

failure of this spruce tree.

Aspen trunk girdled by wire/hose.

Contact us today to add or update your email address for
quick and easy viewing of proposals and payment of

invoices. It’s convenient, secure, and saves trees!

PO Box 397, Hailey, ID 83333
(208) 788-1611
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